The past few years have seen a surge of applying Deep Learning (DL) models for a wide array of tasks such as image classification, object detection, machine translation, etc. While DL models provide an opportunity to solve otherwise intractable tasks, their adoption relies on them being optimized to meet latency and resource requirements. Benchmarking is a key step in this process but has been hampered in part due to the lack of representative and up-to-date benchmarking suites. This is exacerbated by the fast-evolving pace of DL models. This paper proposes DLBricks, a composable benchmark generation design that reduces the effort of developing, maintaining, and running DL benchmarks on CPUs. DLBricks decomposes DL models into a set of unique runnable networks and constructs the original model's performance using the performance of the generated benchmarks. DLBricks leverages two key observations: DL layers are the performance building blocks of DL models and layers are extensively repeated within and across DL models. Since benchmarks are generated automatically and the benchmarking time is minimized, DLBricks can keep up-to-date with the latest proposed models, relieving the pressure of selecting representative DL models. Moreover, DLBricks allows users to represent proprietary models within benchmark suites. We evaluate DLBricks using 50 MXNet models spanning 5 DL tasks on 4 representative CPU systems. We show that DLBricks provides an accurate performance estimate for the DL models and reduces the benchmarking time across systems (e.g. within 95% accuracy and up to 4.4× benchmarking time speedup on Amazon EC2 c5.xlarge).
Introduction
The recent impressive progress made by Deep Learning (DL) in a wide array of applications, such as autonomous vehicles, face recognition, object detection, machine translation, fraud detection, etc. has led to increased public usage of DL models. Benchmarking these trained DL models before deployment is critical for DL models to be usable and meet latency and resource constraints. Hence there have been significant efforts Figure 1 . The number of DL models included in the the recent published DL benchmark suites (Fathom [2] , DawnBench [8] , TBD [28] , AI Matrix [27] , and MLPerf [16] ) compared to the number of DL papers published in the same year (using Scopus Preview [19] ) .
to develop benchmark suites that evaluate widely used DL models [2, 8, 16, 27, 28 ]. An example is MLPerf [16] , which is formed as a collaboration between industry and academia and aims to provide reference implementations for DL model training and inference. However, the current benchmarking practice has a few limitations that are exacerbated by the fast-evolving pace of DL models.
Developing, maintaining, and running benchmarks takes a non-trivial amount of effort. Thus, even though there are many benchmark suites, the number of DL model benchmarks within them is small. For each DL task of interest, benchmark suite authors select a small representative subset (or one) out of tens or even hundreds of candidate models. Deciding on a representative set of models is an arduous effort as it takes a long debating process to determine what models to add and what to exclude. For example, it took over a year of weekly discussion to determine and publish MLPerf v0.5 inference models, and the number of models was reduced from the 10 models originally considered to 5. Figure 1 shows the gap between the number of DL papers [19] and the number of models included in recent benchmarking efforts. Given that DL models are proposed or updated on a daily basis [9, 12] , it is very challenging for benchmark suites to be agile and representative of real-world DL model use.
Moreover, only public available models are considered for inclusion in benchmark suites. Proprietary models are trade secret or restricted by copyright and cannot be shared externally for benchmarking. Thus, proprietary models are not included or represented within benchmark suites. From the proprietary model owners' point of view, since they cannot directly share their models, to benchmark the model using a vendor's system means investing time and money in purchasing vendor hardware, setting it up, and evaluating the model on the newly purchased system. This is a cumbersome process and places a large burden on proprietary model owners evaluating SW/HW stacks. Moreover, the research community cannot collaborate to propose potential optimizations for these proprietary models.
To address the above issues, we propose DLBricks -a composable benchmark generation design that reduces the effort to develop, maintain, and run DL benchmarks on CPUs. We focus on latency-sensitive (batch size=1) DL inference using CPUs since CPUs are a common and cost-effective option for DL model deployment. Given a set of DL models, DLBricks parses them into a set of atomic unique layer sequences based on the user-specified benchmark granularity (G). A layer sequence is a chain of layers and two layer sequences are considered non-unique if they are identical ignoring their weight values. DLBricks then generates unique (non-overlapping) runnable networks (or subgraphs of the model with at most G layers that can be executed by a framework) using the layer sequences' information, and these networks form the representative set of benchmarks for the input models. Users can run the generated benchmarks on a system of interest and DLBricks uses the benchmark results to construct an estimate of the input models' performance on that system. DLBricks leverages two key observations on DL inference: 1 Layers are the performance building blocks of the model performance and a simple summation is effective given the current DL software stack (no parallel execution of dataindependent layers or overlapping of layer execution) on CPUs. 2 Layers (considering their layer type, shape, and parameters, but ignoring the weights) are extensively repeated within and across DL models. DLBricks uses both observations to generate a representative benchmark suite, minimize the time to benchmark, and estimate a model's performance from layer sequences.
Since benchmarks are generated automatically by DLBricks, benchmark development and maintenance effort are greatly reduced. DLBricks is defined by a set of simple consistent principles and can be used to benchmark and characterize a broad range of models. Moreover, since each generated benchmark represents only a subset of the input model, the input model's topology does not appear in the output benchmark suite. This, along with the fact that "fake" or dummy models can be inserted into the set of input models, means that the generated benchmark suite can represent proprietary models without the concern of revealing proprietary models.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We perform a comprehensive performance analysis of 50 state-of-the-art DL models on CPUs and observe that layers are the performance building blocks of DL models, thus a model's performance can be estimated by the performance of its layers.
• We also perform an in-depth DL architecture analysis of the DL models and make the observation that DL layers with the same type, shape, and parameters are repeated extensively within and across models.
• We propose DLBricks, a composable benchmark generation design on CPUs that decomposes DL models into a set of unique runnable networks and constructs the original model's performance using the performance of the generated benchmarks. DLBricks reduces the effort of developing, maintaining, and running DL benchmarks, and relieves the pressure of selecting representative DL models.
• DLBricks allows representing proprietary models without model privacy concerns as the input model's topology does not appear in the output benchmark suite, and "fake" or dummy models can be inserted into the set of input models.
• We evaluate DLBricks using 50 MXNet models spanning 5 DL tasks on 4 representative CPU systems. We show that DLBricks provides a tight performance estimate for DL models and reduces the benchmarking time across systems. E.g. The composed model latency is within 95% of the model actual performance while up to 4.4× benchmarking speedup is achieved on the Amazon EC2 c5.xlarge system. This paper is structured as follows. First, in Section 5 we describe different benchmarking approaches previously performed. We then (Section 2) detail two key observations 1 and 2 that enable our design. We then propose DLBricks in Section 3 and describe how it provides a streamlined benchmark generation workflow which lowers the time to benchmark. Section 4 evaluates DLBricks using 50 models running on 4 systems. We then describe future work in Section 6 before we conclude in Section 7.
Motivation
DLBricks is designed based on two key observations presented in this section. To demonstrate and support these observations, we perform comprehensive performance and architecture analysis of state-of-the-art DL model. Evaluations in this section use 50 MXNet models of different DL tasks (listed in Table 1 ) and were run with MXNet (v1.5.1 MKL release) on a Amazon c5.2xlarge instance (as listed in Table 2 ). We focus on latency sensitive (batch size = 1) DL inference on CPUs.
Layers as the Performance Building Blocks
A DL model is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) where each vertex within the DAG is a layer (or operator, such as convolution, batchnormalization, pooling, element-wise, softmax) and an edge represents the transfer of data. For a DL model, Table 1 . We use 50 MXNet models from the publicly available Wolfram Neural Net Repository [17] for evaluation. The models span across 5 DL tasks. All models are run using MXNet. The number of layers in a model is listed.
a layer sequence is defined as a simple path within the DAG containing one or more vertices. A subgraph, on the other hand, is defined as a DAG composed by one or more layers within the model (i.e. subgraph is a superset of layer sequence, and may or may not be a simple path). We are only interested in network subgraphs that are runnable within frameworks and we call these runnable subgraphs runnable networks. DL models may contain layers that can be executed independently in parallel. The runnable network determined by these data-independent layers is called a parallel module.
For example, Figure 2a shows the VGG16 [21] (ID=17) the model architecture. VGG16 contains no parallel modules and is a linear sequence of layers. Inception V3 [22] (ID=9) (shown in Figure 2b ), on the other hand, contains a mix of layer sequences and parallel-modules.
DL frameworks such as TensorFlow [1] , PyTorch [18] , and MXNet [6] execute a DL model by running the layers within the model graph. We explore the relation between layer performance and model performance by decomposing each DL model in Table 1 into layers. We define a model's critical path to be a simple path from the start to the end layer with the highest latency. For a DL model, we add all its layers' latency and refer to the sum as the sequential total layer latency, since this assumes all the layers are executed sequentially by the DL framework. Theoretically, data-independent paths within the parallel module can be executed in parallel, thus we also calculate the parallel total layer latency by adding up the layer latencies along the critical path. The critical path of both VGG 16 (ID=17) and Inception V3 (ID=9) is highlighted in red in Figure 2 . For models that do not have parallel modules, the sequential total layer latency is equal to the parallel total layer latency.
For each of the 50 models, we compare both sequential and parallel total layer latency to the model's end-to-end latency. Figure 3 shows the normalized latencies in both cases. For models with parallel modules, the parallel total layer latencies are much lower than the model's end-to-end latency. The difference between the sequential total layer latencies and the models' end-to-end latencies are small. The normalized latencies are close to 1 with a geometric metric mean of 91.8% for the sequential case. This suggests the current software/hardware stack does not exploit parallel execution of data-independent layers or overlapping of layer execution, we verified this by inspecting the source code of popular frameworks such as MXNet, PyTorch, and TensorFlow.
Based on the above analysis, we make the 1 observation:
Observation 1: DL layers are the performance building blocks of the model performance, therefore, a model's performance can be estimated by the performance of its layers. Moreover, a simple summation is effective given the current DL software stack (no parallel execution of data-independent layers or overlapping of layer execution) on CPUs.
Layer Repeatability
From a model architecture point of view, DL layers are identified by its type, shape, parameters. For example, a convolution layer is identified by its input shape, output channels, kernel size, stride, padding, dilation, etc. Layers with the same type, shape, parameters (i.e. only differ in weights) are expected to have the same performance. We inspected the sources code of popular framework and verified this, as they do not perform any special optimizations for weights. Thus in this paper we consider two layers to be the same if they have the same type, shape, parameters, ignoring weight values, and two layers are unique if they are not the same. DL models tend to have repeated layers or modules (or subgraphs, e.g. Inception and ResNet modules). For example, Figure 4 shows the model architecture of ResNet-50 with the ResNet module detailed. Different ResNet modules have layers in common and ResNet module 2, 4, 6, 8 are entirely repeated within ResNet-50. Moreover, DL models are often built on top of existing models (e.g. transfer learning [24] where model are retrained with different data), using common modules (e.g. TensorFlow Hub [23] ), or using layer bundles for Neural Architecture Search [11, 25, 26] . This results in ample repeated layers when looking at a corpus of models. We quantitatively explore the layer repeatability within and across models. Figure 5 shows the percentage of unique layers within each model in Table 1 . We can see that layers are extensively repeated within DL models. For example, in Unguided Volumetric Regression Net for 3D Face Reconstruction (ID=47) which has 1029 layers, only 3.9% of the total layers are unique. We further look at the repeated layers within each model and Figure 6 shows their type distribution. As we can see Convolution, Elementwise, BatchNorm, and Norm are the most repeated layer types in terms of intramodel layer repeatability. If we consider all 50 models in Table 1 , the total number of layers is 10815, but only 1529 are unique (i.e. 14% are unique). Figure 6 . The type distribution of the repeated layers within each model.
We illustrate the layer repeatability across models by quantifying the similarity of any two models listed in Table 1 . We use the Jaccard similarity coefficient; i.e. for any two models M 1 and M 2 the Jaccard similarity coefficient is defined by
where L 1 and L 2 are the layers of M 1 and M 2 respectively. The results are shown in Figure 7 . As shown, models that shared the same base architecture but are retrained using different data (e.g. CycleGAN * models with IDs 26 − 35 and Inception V1 * models with IDs 6 − 8) have many common layers. Layers are common across models within the same family (e.g. ResNet * ) since they are built from the same set of modules (e.g. ResNet-50 is shown in Figure 4 ), or when solving the same task (e.g. image classification task category). Based on the above analysis, we make yet another 2 observation: Figure 7 . The Jaccard Similarity grid of the models in Table 1 . Each cell corresponds to the Jaccard similarity coefficient between the models at the row and column. Solid red indicates two models have identical layers, and black means there is no common layer.
Observation 2: Layers are repeated within and across DL models. This affords us to decrease the time to benchmark since only a representative set of layers need to be evaluated.
The above two observations suggest that if we can decompose models into layers, and then take the union of them to produce a set of representative runnable networks, then benchmarking the representative runnable networks is sufficient to reconstruct the performance of the input models. Since we only look at the representative set, the total runtime is less than running all models directly, thus DLBricks can be used to reduce benchmarking time. Since layer decomposition elides the input model topology, models can be private while their benchmarks can be public. The next section (Section 3) describes how we leverage these two observations to build a benchmark generator while having a workflow where one can reconstruct a model's performance based on the benchmarked layer performance. We further explore the design space of benchmark granularity and its effect on performance construction accuracy.
DLBricks Design
This section presents DLBricks, a composable benchmark generation design for DL models. The design is motivated by the two observations discussed in Section 2. DLBricks
Running Benchmarks
Benchmark Generator Benchmark Granularity explores not only layer level model composition but also sequence level composition where a layer sequence is a chain of layers. The benchmark granularity (G) specifies the maximum numbers of layers within any layer sequence in the output generated benchmarks.
The design and workflow of DLBricks is shown in Figure 8 . DLBricks consists of a benchmark generation workflow and a performance construction workflow. To generate composable benchmarks, one uses the benchmark generator workflow where: 1 the user inputs a set of models (M 1 , ..., M n ) along with a target benchmark granularity. 2 The benchmark generator parses the input models into a representative (unique) set of non-overlapping layer sequences and then generates a set of runnable networks (S 1 , ..., S k ) using these layer sequences' information. 3 The user evaluates the set of runnable networks on a system of interest to get each benchmark's corresponding performance (P S 1 , ..., P S k ). The benchmark results are stored and 4 are used within the performance construction workflow. 5 To construct the performance of an input model, the performance constructor queries the stored benchmark results for the layer sequences within the model, and then 6 computes the model's estimated performance (P M 1 , ..., P M k ). This section describes both workflows in detail.
Benchmark Generator
The benchmark generator takes a list of models M 1 , . . . , M n and a benchmark granularity G. The benchmark granularity specifies the maximum sequence length of the layer sequences generated. This means that when G = 1, each generated benchmark is a single-layer network, whereas when G = 2 each generated benchmark contains at most 2 layers.
To split a model with the specified benchmark granularity, we use the FindModelSubgraphs algorithm (Algorithm 1). The FindModelSubgraphs takes a model and a maximum sequence length and iteratively generates a set of non-overlapping layer sequences. First, the layers in the model are sorted topologically and then calls the SplitModel function (Algorithm 2) with the desired begin and end layer offset. This SplitModel tries to create a runnable DL network using the range of layers desired, if it fails (i.e. a valid DL network cannot be constructed due to input/output layer shape mismatch 1 ), then SplitModel creates a network with the current layer and shifts the begin and end positions by one. The SplitModel returns a list of created runnable DL networks (S i , . . . , S i+j ) along with the end position to FindModelSubgraphs. The FindModelSubgraphs terminates when no other subsequences can be created.
The benchmark generator applies the FindModelSubgraphs for each of the input models. A set of representative (or unique) runnable DL networks (S 1 , . . . , S k ) is then computed. We say two sequences S 1 and S 2 are the same if they have the same topology along with the same node parameters (i.e. they are the same DL network modulo the weights). The unique networks are exported to the frameworks' network format and the user runs them with synthetic input data based on each network's input shape. The performance of each network is stored (P S i . . . , P S k ) and used by the performance constructor workflow. 
beдin ← sm ["end"] + 1 8: end while 9: return Models
DL Model Performance Construction
DLBricks uses the performance of the layer sequences to construct an estimate to the end-to-end performance of the input model M. To construct a performance estimate, the input model is parsed and goes through the same process 1 Algorithm 2 The SplitModel algorithm.
Input: verts, beдin, end Output: ⟨"models", "end"⟩ ▷ Hash return ⟨"models" → {m} , "end" → end⟩ 5: catch ModelCreateException 6:
n ← SplitModel(verts, beдin + 1, end + 1) Table 2 . Evaluations are performed on the 4 Amazon EC2 systems listed. The c5. * operate at 3.0 GHz, while the c4. * systems operate at 2.9 GHz. The systems are ones recommended by Amazon for DL inference.
in Figure 8 . This creates a set of layer sequences. The performance of each layer sequence is queried from the benchmark results (P S i . . . , P S k ). DLBricks supports both sequential and parallel performance construction. Sequential performance construction is performed by summing up all of the resulting queried results, whereas parallel performance construction sums up the results along the critical path of the model. Since current frameworks exhibit a sequential execution strategy (from Section 2.1), sequential performance construction is used within DLBricks by default. Other performance construction can be easily added to DLBricks to accommodate different framework execution strategies.
Evaluation
As the benchmark generation is automated and is based on a set of well-defined and consistent rules, DLBricks reduces the effort of developing and maintaining DL benchmarks. Thus relieving the pressure of selecting representative DL models. This section, therefore, focuses on demonstrating DLBricks is valid in terms of performance construction accuracy and benchmarking time speedup. We explore the effect of benchmark granularity on the constructed performance estimation as well as the benchmarking time. We evaluated DLBricks with 50 DL models (listed in Table 1 ) using MXNet (v1.5.1 using MKL v2019.3) on 4 different Amazon EC2 instances. These systems are recommended [3] by Amazon for DL inference and are listed in Table 2 . Each model or benchmark is run 100 times and the 20% trimmed mean is reported. ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��  ��   ���������  ����������  ���������  ����������   ����   ����   �   ��   ����� �� ������� (�) Figure 9 . The end-to-end latency of all models in log scale across systems. Figure 11 . The geometric mean of the normalized latency (constructed vs end-to-end latency) of all the 50 models on the 4 systems with varying benchmark granularity from 1 to 10.
Performance Construction Accuracy
We first ran the models on the 4 systems to understand their performance characteristics, as shown in Figure 9 . Then using DLBricks, we constructed the latency estimate of the models based on the performance of their layer sequence benchmarks. Figure 10 shows the constructed model latency normalized to the model's end-to-end latency for all the models with varying benchmark granularity from 1 to 6 on c5.2xlarge.
We see that the constructed latency is a tight estimate of the model's actual performance across models and benchmark granularities. E.g., for benchmark granularity G = 1, the normalized latency ranges between 82.9% and 98.1% with a geometric mean of 91.8%. Figure 11 shows the geometric mean of the normalized latency (constructed vs end-to-end latency) of all the 50 models across systems and benchmark granularities. Overall, the estimated latency is within 5% (e.g. G = 3, 5, 9, 10) to 11% (G = 1) of the model end-to-end latency across systems. This demonstrates that DLBricks provides a tight estimate to input models' actual performance.
Benchmarking Time Speedup
DLBricks decreases the benchmarking time by only evaluating the unique layer sequences within and across models. Recall from Section 2.2 that for all the 50 models, the total number of layers is 10815, but only 1529 are unique (i.e. 14% are unique). Figure 12 shows the speedup of the total benchmarking time across systems as benchmark granularity varies. The benchmarking time speedup is calculated as the sum of the end-to-end latency of all models divided by the sum of the latency of all the generated benchmarks. Up to 4.4× benchmarking time speedup is observed for G = 1 on the c5.xlarge system. The speedup decreases as the benchmark granularity increases. This is because as the benchmark granularity increases, the chance of having repeated layer sequences within and across models decreases. Figure 10 and Figure 12 suggest a trade-off exists between the performance construction accuracy and benchmarking time speedup and the trade-off is system-dependent. For example, while G = 1 (layer granularity model decomposition and construction) produces the maximum benchmarking time speedup, the constructed latency is slightly less accurate comparing to other G values on the systems. Since this accuracy loss is small, overall, G = 1 is a good choice of benchmark granularity configuration for DLBricks given the current DL software stack on CPUs.
Related Work
DL Benchmarking: To characterize the performance of DL models, both industry and academia have invested heavily in developing benchmark suites that characterize models and systems. The benchmarking methods are either end-to-end benchmarks (performing user-observable latency measurement on a set of representative DL models [8, 16, 27] ) or are micro-benchmarks [4, 7, 27] (isolating common kernels or layers that are found in models of interest). The end-toend benchmarks target end-users and measure the latency or throughput of a model under a specific workload scenario. The micro-benchmark approach, on the other hand, distills models to their basic atomic operations (such as dense matrix multiplies, convolutions, or communication routines) and measures their performance to guide hardware or software design improvements [10, 15] . While both approaches are valid and have their use cases, their benchmarks are manually selected and developed. Thus, curation and maintaining these benchmarks facing requires significant effort and, in the case of lack of maintenance, becomes less representative of real-world models.
DLBricks complements the DL benchmarking landscape as it introduces a novel benchmarking methodology which reduces the effort of developing, maintaining, and running DL benchmarks. DLBricks relieves the pressure of selecting representative DL models and copes well with the fastevolving pace of DL models. DLBricks automatically decomposes DL models into runnable networks and generates micro-benchmark based on these networks. Users can specify the benchmark granularity. At the two extremes, when the granularity is 1 a layer-based micro-benchmark is generated, whereas when the granularity is equal to the number of layers within the model then an end-to-end network is generated. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no previous work solving the same problem and we are the first to propose such as design.
Others: Previous work [11, 26] has also decomposed DL models into layers to guide performance-aware neural architecture search. DLBricks focuses on model performance and aims to reduce benchmarking effort. DLBricks shares a similar spirit as synthetic benchmark generation. There is work about synthetic benchmark generation in other domains [14] , however, to the authors' knowledge, there has been no work on applying or specializing the synthetic benchmark generation to the DL domain.
Discussion and Future Work
Generating Overlapping Benchmarks -The current design only considers non-overlapping layer sequences during benchmark generation. This may inhibit some types of optimizations (such as layer fusion). A solution requires a small tweak to Algorithm 1 where we increment the begin by 1 rather than the end index of the SplitModel algorithm (line 7). A small modification is also needed within the performance construction step to pick the layer sequence resulting in the smallest latency. Future work would explore the design space when generated benchmarks can overlap.
Adapting to Framework Evolution -The current DLBricks design is based on the observation that current DL frameworks do not execute data-independent layers in parallel. Although DLBricks supports both sequential and parallel execution (Section 3.2), as DL frameworks start to have some support of parallel execution of data-independent layers, the current design may be no longer suitable and needs to be adjusted. To adapt DLBricks to this evolution of frameworks, one can adjust DLBricks to take user-specified parallel execution rules. DLBricks can then use the parallel execution rules to make a more accurate model performance estimation.
Future Work -While this work focuses on CPUs, we expect the design to hold for GPUs as well. Future work would explore the design for GPUs. We are also interested in other use cases that are afforded by the DLBricks designmodel/system comparison and advising for the cloud [5, 13, 20] . For example, it is common to ask questions such as, given a DL model which system should I use? or given a system and a task, which model should I use? These questions might come from a user who wants to pick the system that's ideal for the target model, a cloud provider who needs to schedule or migrate DL tasks, etc. Using DLBricks, the system provider can curate a continuously updated database of the generated benchmarks results across its system offerings. The system provider can then perform a performance estimate of the user's DL model (without running it) and give suggestions as to which system to choose.
Conclusion
The fast-evolving landscape of DL posts considerable challenges in the DL benchmarking practice. While benchmark suites are under pressure and are struggling to be agile, upto-date, and representative, we take a different approach and propose a novel benchmarking design aimed at relieving this pressure. Leveraging the key observations that layers are the performance building block of DL models and the layer repeatability within and across models, DLBricks automatically generates composable benchmarks that reduce the effort of developing, maintaining, and running DL benchmarks. Through the evaluation of state-of-the-art models on representative systems, we demonstrated that DLBricks copes with the fastevolving pace of DL models.
